ABSTRACT

FACTORS THAT RELATED TO THE ROLE OF MEMBERS OF P3A IN REGION OF GP3A SUMBER TIRTA IN THE ACTIVITIES OF IPAIR (IRRIGATION SERVICE FEE) IN TUMIJAjar SUB DISTRICT OF TULANG BAWANG BARAT DISTRICT

By
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The purpose of this research was to know: 1) The role of members of P3A in region of GP3A Sumber Tirta in conduction IPAIR management, 2) Factors related to the role of members of P3A in region of GP3A Sumber Tirta in IPAIR management.

Research was conducted at Margo Dadi Village, Sub District of Tumijajar Tulang Bawang Barat Regency. The location was choose intentionally on the basis that GP3A Sumber Tirta is GP3A who held proven record as GP3A ranked eighth at the national level. The study was conducted in September-October 2009. Sampling refers to the Theory Yamane with the precision level of 0.1. Sampling method using the formula of Nasir, namely the allocation of proportional random sampling, in order to obtain a sample of 91 respondents from the 1,014 members GP3A Source Tirta.

The results of this study were: 1) The role of farmers in the management of Irrigation Service Fee (IPAIR) were in high classification with an average value of 73, 52, 2) There was a real relationship among level of education, the nature of cosmopolite, farm size, and membership status and the role of farmers in the management of Irrigation Service Fee (IPAIR), there was no significant relationship between age and income level with the role of farmers in the management of Irrigation Service Fee (IPAIR).
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